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Abstract 
 Concept lattice is an effective tool for data analysis and rule extraction, a bottleneck factor on 

impacting the applications of concept lattice is how to generate lattice efficiently. In this paper, an algorithm 
LCLG on generating lattice in batch processing based on layered concept lattice is developed, this 
algorithm is based on layered concept lattice, the lattice is generated downward layer by layer through 
concept nodes and provisional nodes in current layer; the concept nodes are found parent-child 
relationships upward layer by layer, then the Hasse diagram of inter-layer connection is generated; in the 
generated process of the lattice nodes in each layer, we do the pruning operations dynamically according 
to relevant properties, and delete some unnecessary nodes, such that the generating speed is improved 
greatly; the experimental results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has good performance. 
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1. Introduction 
In the applications of the concept lattice, the first solution is to construct the lattice. 

Therefore, it is important to study the generating lattice algorithms of concept lattice. There are 
many literatures on the construction algorithms of concept lattice. The generating methods of 
concept lattice can be divided into two categories: batch processing algorithms and incremental 
construction algorithm. Many classical algorithms on batch processing, such as: Bordat [1], 
Osham [2], Chein [3], Ganter [4], Nourine [5] and other batch processing algorithms. Scholars 
have done some improvements of the above algorithms and done a wide range of applications, 
such as in the literature [6-10], there are some improvements on classical algorithms, the 
authors in the literatures [11-13] have proposed the association rules algorithms based on 
concept lattice, some classification and clustering algorithms based on concept lattice are 
proposed in the literatures [14-15], and the links between the concept lattice and rough set are 
studied in the literatures [16-17]. 

Algorithm Bordat is a typical effective algorithm on batch processing, in this algorithm, 
concept lattice L is constructed from the top node, which is generated all of its child nodes for 
each node, and complete the connection between the child nodes to the parent node, then call 
for the recursive process of each child node. The basic idea of the algorithm is: if the current 
node is (O1, D1), D is a set of attributes. We need to find the subset of attributes D2D-D1, such 
that D2 is able to maintain the characteristics of the complete binary group, i.e. it is the 
maximum expansion. Then D1∪D2 constitutes the connotation of a child node for the current 
node. The algorithm is simple, intuitive, and easy to parallelize. Its disadvantage is that it 
repeatedly generates the same node. It can be observed that each node is generated his father 
so many times. 

From the construction process of Bordat algorithm, it can see that although Bordat 
algorithm is also relates to the hierarchy of concept, Bordat algorithm does not have a clear 
hierarchical division, it just constructs the concept lattice in a top-down process, using the 
manner of generating child nodes to build lattice. In Bordat algorithm, it can not confirm that 
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what level of the concept, which concept belongs to the same level, and it just rely on the 
parent-child relationship between the nodes to confirm the upper-lower relationships between 
some particular nodes. In Algorithm Bordat, the generated sequence of concept is similar to the 
depth-traversal order of the tree, such that it can only determine the direct precursor-successor 
relationship between the nodes in level. Therefore, its level is localized.  

But in the practical applications, the spatial and temporal complexities of many 
generating lattice algorithms based on concept lattice need to be improved, in this paper, on the 
basis of Algorithm Bordat, an algorithm LCLG on generating lattice in batch processing based 
on layered concept lattice is developed, this algorithm is generating lattice in batch processing, 
on the layer basis of the cardinalities of the attributes in concept lattice, do the pairwise 
operations between the concept nodes in current layer or the concept nodes and the provisional 
nodes to generate the nodes in next layer, and do the pruning operations dynamically according 
to relevant properties, and delete some unnecessary nodes, such that the generating time is 
reduced greatly. The experimental results demonstrate that the efficiency of the proposed 
algorithm is prior to Algorithm Bordat. 
 
 
2. Related Definitions 

Definition 1. A formal context is a triple K =(G ,M ,I), where G is a set of objects, M is a 
set of attributes, I is a binary relation between the G and M, i.e. IG×M, gIm denotes it exists a 
relationship I.  

Definition 2. In the formal context K, a binary group (A,B) from G×M exists the 
following two properties: 

(1) B =ƒ(A), where ƒ(A) ={m:(m∈ ∧M ) ( g∈AG, gIm)}; 

(2) A=g(B), where g(B)={g :(g∈ ∧G ) (m∈BM, gIm)}. 
In the formal context K, (A, B) is called as a concept, where B is referred to as intent of 

the concept (Intent), and A is called the extension of the concept (Extent). Each concept is a 
node of concept lattice, the maximum element of lattice is (G,f(G)), the minimum element of 
lattice is (g(M),M).  

Definition 3. A partial order relation between the concept nodes is established. Given 
C1=(A1, B1) and C2=(A2,B2),then C1>C2  B1 B2 A1 A2, the leading order means C1 is 
the parent node of C2 or the generalization. If concepts C1=(A1, B1) and C2=(A2, B2) satisfy A2
A1, and there does not exist the concepts (A,B) such that A2 A A1; then C1 is called the 
direct super-concept of C2, C2 is a direct sub concept of C1, referred to as (A1, B1)>(A2, B2). The 
linear diagram of concept lattice is generated based on the partial order relation, which is Hasse 
diagram. 

Definition 4. In the form context K=(G,M,I), the relationship between the object g∈G 
and the property m∈M is (g,m)∈I or (g,m)I. A limited form background can be represented by 
a matrix, if (g,m)∈I, we use digita 1 to represent in the matrix; if (g,m)I, we use digita 1 to 
represent in the matrix,  this matrix is said to be a transaction matrix T in formal context K.  

Definition 5. Let K = (G, M, I) be a form context, for an attribute y∈M, in the matrix of K, 
if y corresponding to the columns has numbers of n equal to 1, we call the rank of the attribute is 
n, denoted as r(y)=n. Denoted by m=max{r(y)|y∈M}, m is the rank of form context. 

Definition 6. In the concept lattice, if B in the concept (A, B) contains the number of 
attributes is K, called (A, B) is the lattice nodes of the K-th layer, the layer is referred to as the 
Lk.  

Definition 7. Redundant node: suppose there exists the node C in the L-th layer, the 
set of objects is A, and the set of attributes is B. If there exists the node C’=(A’,B’) in the 
generated process from the L layer to the L+1 layer node, such that C C’, and A=A’or B=B’, 
then the node C is the redundant node in the L-th layer.  

Definition 8. Contained node: suppose there exists the node C in the L-th layer, the set 
of objects is A, and the set of attributes is B. If there exists the node C’=(A’,B’) in the generated 
process from the L layer to the L+1 layer node, such that B’B, then the node C is the 
contained node in the L-th layer. 

The following properties can be obtained from the above definitions. 
Property 1. Any one lattice nodes in the N-th layer, which at least is covered by one of 

the lattice nodes in the N-1-th layer. 
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Property 2. The concept nodes in Lk layer and other concept nodes or temporary nodes 
intersect in pair, and generate Lk+1 layer nodes, where the non-concept nodes are called 
temporary nodes. 

Property 3. For C1=(a,b) and C2=(a’,b’), if it satisfies a’ a, b’ b, then directly discard 
C2. 

Property 4. For C1=(a,b) and C2=(a’,b’), if it satisfies  a’=a, b’ b, then directly discard 
C2 after  C1=(a, bb’). 

Property 5. For C1=(a,b) and C2=(a’,b’), if it satisfies a’ a, b’=b, then directly discard 
C2 after C1=(aa’,b).  

 
 

3. LCLG Algorithm 
3.1. The Idea of Algorithm LCLG 

In this paper, the designed algorithm LCLG draws the characteristics of Bordat 
algorithm, it is simple, intuitive and easy-to-parallel computing, and the core designed idea of 
this algorithm is as follows. For the concept nodes in current k layer and other concept nodes or 
the temporary nodes in k layer, do the operations as follows: construct the intersection operation 
of the extension and the combination operation of the connotation for every two nodes, and the 
results are taken as the extension and the connotation of the newly generated node for k+1 
layer; for a new generated node, we do the pruning operation according to Property 3~5 and 
mark the non-concept nodes as provisional nodes C*; and for each newly generated node, we 
connect the new generated nodes to the upper concept parent nodes to generate the parent-
child relationship, in this step, if the parent node is a temporary node, we continue to look for the 
parent concept of concept nodes and do the connections; after generating all the nodes in k+1 
layer, we delete all temporary node in k layer to free the space up, until finish generating k+1 
layer and establish a father and son connection between nodes. Repeat the above steps until it 
does not to build a new layer, the complete concept lattice is generated, at the same time, the 
methods of seeking the parent-child relationship of concept nodes up to layer by layer, such that 
this algorithm can generate the Hasse diagram of inter-layer connection. 

 
3.2. LCLG Algorithm  
Input: A formal context K 
Output: A corresponding Hasse diagram of the concept lattice L 

Step 1: Let formal context K be changed into transaction matrix T’, sort  in a descending 
order according to r(m)=n, and generate matrix T(the rows denote transaction records, and the 
columns denote attributes)，and let maximum element Cmax=(G, )；  

Step 2: Generate all the nodes in Lk=0 layer： ∈for each attribute m M, to generate the 
nodes Cm=(g(m),m), directly marked as provisional nodes Cm*， the provisional nodes Cm* and 
Cmax are composed of Lk=0 layer；  

Step 3: Generate all the nodes in Lk=1 layer after the operations of the nodes in Lk=0 
layer: do the pairwise operations between the concept nodes (note that the only concept node 
in k=0 layer is Cmax) and other provisional nodes in k=0 layer. The operations are as follows: 
construct the intersection operation of the extension and the combination operation of the 
connotation for every two nodes, and the results are taken as the extension and the connotation 
of the newly generated node for the next layer; for a new generated node at each operation, we 
do the pruning operations and delete the repeat nodes and the contained nodes in the process 
of combination; mark the non-concept nodes as provisional nodes C*; and construct the 
connections for the nodes to Cmax; to judge the newly generated nodes in Lk=1 layer whether 
there exists a node C’ and if it satisfies |C’.Extent|=|G|, if it exists, then delete Cmax  and the 
connections, and let C’ be a maximum element, delete all the provisional nodes and relevant 
connections in k=0 layer, the k=1 layer is completed.  

Step 4: Continue to generate all the nodes in k=k+1 layer： do the pairwise operations 
for the concept nodes in k=k+1 layer or between the concept nodes and the provisional nodes 
in current layer to generate the extension and the connotation of the nodes in k+1 layer; at the 
same time, for a new generated node we do the pruning operations and delete the repeat nodes 
and the contained nodes in the process of combination; mark the non-concept nodes or the 
nodes with the cardinality of the connotations |C.Intent|>k+1 as provisional nodes; we connect 
the new generated nodes to the upper concept parent nodes to generate the parent-child 
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Step 3: Generate all the nodes in Lk=2 layer after the operations of the nodes in Lk=1 
layer as follows: from the unique concept node and other provisional nodes in Lk=1 layer, we can 
get that {C21=(24567,ab), C22=(12368,ac), C23= (1278,ad), C24*= (127,af), C25*= (8,ae)}. 
Because it does not need to prune nodes in this step, construct the parent-child connections to 
C11; and delete all the provisional nodes and the relevant connections in k=1 layer.  

Step 4: Generate all the nodes in Lk=3 layer after the operations of the nodes in Lk=2 
layer as follows: from the concept nodes in Lk=2 layer and other concept nodes or provisional 
nodes, we can get the set of the nodes and the parent-child connections, where the set of the 
generated nodes are as follows: {C31=(26,abc),C32*=(27,abd), C33*= (27,abf), C34= (128,acd), 
C35*= (12,acf), C36*= (8,ace), C37= (127,adf), C38*= (8,ade)}; according to the properties, we 
combine C32* and C33* be C32*=(27,abdf), though C32* is a concept node, while |C32*.Intent|>3, 
thus it is not the concept node in current layer， the mark it as provisional node; Similarly, C36*= 
(8,acde); finally, the set of the nodes in Lk=2 layer is {C31=(26,abc),C32*=(27,abdf),  C34= 
(128,acd), C35*= (12,acf), C36*= (8,acde), C37= (127,adf)}； and delete all the provisional nodes 
and the relevant connections in k=2 layer.  

Step 5: Generate all the nodes in Lk=4 layer after the operations of the nodes in Lk=3 
layer as follows. From the concept nodes in Lk=3 layer and other concept nodes or provisional 
nodes, we can get the set of the nodes and the parent-child connections, where the set of the 
generated nodes are as follows: {C41=(12,acdf),C42=(8,acde), C43= (27,abdf), C44*= (2,abcdf)}; 
delete all the provisional nodes and the relevant connections in k=3 layer.In this step, from the 
concept node C37=(127,adf) and the provisional node C32*=(27,abdf)*, we generate the concept 
node C43= (27,abdf), when C43 is connected with two parent nodes, we find that the parent node 
C32* is a provisional node, then continue to find the parent concept node from the above 
layer，C21=(24567,ab) is constructed the parent-child connections, which is shown as Figure 2.  

Step 6: Generate all the nodes in Lk=5 layer after the operations of the nodes in Lk=4 
layer as follows. From the concept nodes in Lk=4 layer and other concept nodes or provisional 
nodes, we can get that {C51= (2,abcdf)}; and delete all the provisional nodes and the relevant 
connections in k=4 layer.   

Step 7: Because it is impossible to generate the nodes for the next layer from the Lk=5 

layer, thus the process of generating lattice is completed, construct the minimum element Cmin=(
 , abcdef), and construct the connections; 

Step 8: Output the corresponding Hasse diagram of the concept lattice L.  
The corresponding Hasse diagram of the obtained concept lattice is shown in Figure 3.  
 
 

  
 

Figure 2. Find the Upper Parent Concept 
Nodes 

Figure 3. The Corresponding Hasse Diagram 
of the Concept Lattice L 

 
 

4. Experimental Analysis 
To test the performance of the proposed algorithm, we do three groups experiments to 

make a comparative analysis for the algorithms Bordat and LCLG. The experimental 
environment is a Pc machine of a Windows Server 2003 operating system, I7 2.0G 64-bit quad-
core eight lines with the processor, 4G memory, and the program runs on the environment of 
JAVA SDK1.4.2. In this experiment, we use “attribute-attribute with no relevance probability” to 
describe the relevancy extent between attributes and attributes.  
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The first experiment: set 10 formal contexts， the numbers of attributes and objects are 
both fixed as 20, the attribute-attribute with no relevance probability increases from 40% to 85%, 
the results are shown in Figure 4. We can find that the attribute-attribute with no relevance 
probability has no impact on Bordat through experimental comparisons, in contrast to Algorithm 
LCLG; the running efficiency has obvious advantages when the attribute-attribute with no 
relevance probability is low.  

The second experiment: set 10 formal contexts, the attribute-attribute with no relevance 
probability is fixed as 80%, the numbers of objects is fixed as 20 in each formal context, the 
numbers of attributes increases from 5 gradually to 50, and the results are shown in Figure 4. 
From the trend of the figure, when the numbers of attributes is more than 25, the time increases 
quickly for Algorithm Bordat，while the time slows for Algorithm LCLG.   

The third experiment: set 10 formal contexts, the attribute-attribute with no relevance 
probability is fixed as 80%, the numbers of attributes is fixed as 20 in each formal context, the 
numbers of objects increases from 5 gradually to 50, and the results are shown in Figure 6. We 
can find that Algorithm LCLG keep stable advantages in contrast to Algorithm 
Bordat，especially as the increase of the numbers of objects, the running speed has remarkable 
advantages. From the experiments, we know that Algorithm LCLG greatly reduces the impact 
on the increase of attributes and object affected to the time complexity of the algorithm. 
Compared with Algorithm Bordat, it is more adapted to the more objects in the formal context, 
and when the attribute-attribute with no relevance probability is low, the advantages of this 
algorithm is relatively more apparent. 
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Figure 6. The Trend of the Efficiency of the Algorithm with the Increase of Objects 
 

 
5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the algorithm LCLG on generating lattice in batch processing based on 
layered concept lattice is developed. The nodes layered in the concept lattice are introduced, 
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the lattice is generated by width-prior method, do the pairwise operations between the concept 
nodes in each layer or the concept nodes and the provisional nodes to generate the nodes in 
next layer, and do the pruning operations dynamically to delete some unnecessary nodes, such 
that the generating speed is improved greatly, the concept nodes are constructed the parent-
child connections upward layer by layer, then the Hasse diagram of inter-layer connection is 
generated. From the comparative analysis with Algorithm Bordat in the experiments, we know 
that Algorithm LCLG greatly reduces the impact on the increase of attributes and object affected 
to the time complexity of the algorithm. And it is more adapted to the situation that the more 
objects are in the formal context, when the attribute-attribute with no relevance probability is 
low, the advantages of Algorithm LCLG is relatively more apparent. 
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